
REINFORCEMENTS – THE MINELAYER SIDECAR

An expansion for ARCADE by Néstor Romeral Andrés

INTRODUCTION 

Situation: We need explosives to punch through tank armour.

Solution: Deploy the minelayers.

MATERIAL

You need the base game.

- 6 minelayer sidecars in 2 colours (unassembled)
- 6 area mines in two colours (numbered 1 to 3 for each colour)
- 6 radial mines in two colours (numbered 1 to 3 for each colour)
- 6 sidecar cards in 2 colours
- 6 black discs
- 20 terrain destruction cards.

SETUP

The minelayer  sidecar  is a  new type  of  ground unit  that  moves
around the zone at high speeds and deploys powerful explosives.

During the setup phase, agree on the number of units of each type
that each player will control. Set up the board, units, and cards as
usual, including the sidecars. Each player takes the corresponding
mines of their colour. Before the game starts, players must agree
on which types of mines can be used (area, radial, or both).

Sidecars are fragile (1 endurance point),  so when setting up the
cards, place a disc on the number ‘1’ of every sidecar card.
 
Play the game as usual, but adding the following sidecar rules.
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MINELAYER SIDECAR RULES

Moving The Sidecar

Sidecars  move  the  same  way  tanks  do,  but  they  have  12
movement points (instead of  10 as in the first edition). No other
ground unit can be on the same space as the sidecar. Interceptors
can slice them.

Deploying The Mines

A sidecar can spend 4 movement points to deploy a mine. In order
to deploy a mine, place it on the space occupied by the minelayer
(underneath the unit). Only 1 mine can be present on the board for
each  minelayer  and  only  1  mine  can  be  present  on  the  same
space. If you are allowing both types of mines to be used, only one
of the mines of  each sidecar can be on the board at  any given
moment.

Detonating The Mines

A sidecar’s mine is detonated at the start of the sidecar’s next turn,
before it  moves (even if  its  sidecar was destroyed since its last
turn). Each mine type has a different damage distribution.

Area  mines: A  unit  on  the  same  space  as  the  mine
receives  6  damage  points.  Any  unit  orthogonally  or
diagonally adjacent to the mine receives 3 damage points.

A space diagonally adjacent to the mine is hit  if  the two spaces
orthogonally  shared by the starting and ending  spaces  are also
empty (no walls).

Radial mines: A unit on the same space as the
mine receives 4 damage points. Any unit on the
same row  or  column  that  is  at  a  distance  of  n
spaces receives 4−n damage points. A wall in the
path  of  the  blast  pattern  blocks  the  blast  from
continuing that direction.

After detonating the mine, retrieve it from the board; you can deploy
a mine again as early as the current  turn,  if  you like.  If  Terrain
Destruction rules are active,  only the space containing the mine
gets destroyed when detonated.
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